Grace at the Cross
SATB

It doesn’t matter what you may have done, the times you have failed and the enemy’s won. No matter your secrets, no matter your shame, there is...
If joy has vanished and
clouds hide the sun,
if you get discouraged and
When night closes in and you
all hope is gone.
There is grace at the cross, so fall down on your knees. Where pardon is granted and mercy flows.
There your burdened soul can find liberty at the cross.

There is grace at the cross.
He knows your heart and will hear when you pray, there is grace.

There is grace at the cross, so fall...
down on your knees. Where pardon is granted and mercy flows

free. There your burdened soul can find liberty at the cross.
There is grace at the cross, so fall down on your knees.

Where pardon is granted, and mercy flows free,
There your burdened soul can find liberty at the cross.

There is grace at the cross, at the cross, the cross.
There is grace at the cross,

cross.
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